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“Safety technologies are life-savers – and
promoting the use of these technologies
to provide better accident prevention is
more important than ever. Last year, for
the first time since 2001, we witnessed a
rise in the number of road fatalities in the
EU. That’s why Continental is supporting
the Global NCAP initiative which is helping
to raise awareness of the importance of
safety systems in a major contribution
to realizing a world with zero road fatalities,” says Frank Jourdan, Member of the
Executive Board of Continental AG and
Head of the Chassis & Safety Division.

Frank Jourdan

“The Stop the Crash campaign makes the
ideal match for the future target positioning
of our premium tire brand Continental, because it’s based on providing information
and guidance by communicating technological know-how. Under the aegis of Global
NCAP and its regional sister organizations,
partnering with the leading global automotive suppliers and other prominent organizations, such as the German automobile club
ADAC, Stop the Crash has set itself the goal
of disseminating this content to political decision-makers and fleet managers, as well as to
journalists and car drivers,” says Nikolai Setzer,
member of the Executive Board of
Continental AG and Head of Tire Division.

Nikolai Setzer
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Back on track: Advanced driver
assistance systems prevent
vehicles leaving the road

It often happens without warning and it
robs drivers of the ability to control their
car from one moment to the next… We’re
talking about microsleep. In one accident
in four on Germany’s autobahns driver
fatigue has a decisive part to play, particularly in the dark, when the risk of being
involved in an accident is twice as high
as in daylight hours. In many cases all it
takes is a momentary dip in attention for
a vehicle to drift out of lane – particularly
at higher speeds. Consider the fact that,
in just three seconds, at 100 km/h you
cover more than 83 meters and at 130
km/h more than 108 meters. In Germany,
some 17 percent of all accidents result
from vehicles leaving the road – making
this the most common cause of accidents.
In the USA, no less than 55 percent of all
accidents involving fatalities are caused
by a vehicle running off the road.
Given the often serious consequences of
accidents involving commercial vehicles,
since 2013 Lane Departure Warning
(LDW) systems have been prescribed
across the EU for all new models of truck
over 3.5 tonnes and for all buses with
more than eight seats. In November 2015
this ruling was stepped up to include all
new trucks of 3.5 tonnes and over. Similar
rulings also apply in Japan. Installation of
such systems in passenger cars, by contrast, is not governed by any binding legislation. Many premium manufacturers, such
as Audi, BMW, Mercedes and Porsche,
offer lane-keeping assistants as options
at extra cost. When the vehicle threatens

Road Departure Protection serves as a virtual guard rail, protecting the vehicle and its occupants
from accidentally leaving the road.

to drift out of lane, Lane Keeping Assist
(LKA) triggers an acoustic or haptic signal
to warn the driver. A study conducted
by the German Ministry of Education
and Research showed that LKA systems
could prevent over half of such accidents
occurring.
Lane Departure Warning systems are a
precursor of Lane Keeping Assist and
monitor the lane markings on the road.
Depending on the manufacturer, these
are based on forward-looking cameras or
infrared sensors mounted beneath the

vehicle. While the sensors under the vehicle only react when the vehicle crosses
the markings, with cameras the position
of the vehicle relative to the lane markings can be continuously computed and
monitored. This enables warnings to be
triggered earlier, as the vehicle approaches the lane markings.
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times override this. Through this input, LKA makes
for a faster response, saving precious time.
All such systems can play a major part in avoiding
accidents or at least substantially mitigating the
consequences. What would help them become even
more effective would be to increase the relatively
short time that remains for the driver to take appropriate action. For this to be possible, however, the
systems would have to work in a more farsighted
way and be able to “see” beyond the vehicle’s immediate environment. As a technology company,
Continental is responding to this need by developing Road Departure Protection (RDP) systems with
a more extensive visibility range and active lane
keeping. The basic system uses a forward-looking mono camera to detect the boundaries of the
roadway. Road Departure Protection also uses the
existing Electronic Stability Control (ESC) system to
monitor the position of the steering wheel and the
direction of travel. And it uses chassis motion sensors to tell whether the vehicle is threatening to drift
off the road. If this happens, the system acts through
the existing ESC system to brake individual wheels
and steer the vehicle back onto the road. At the
same time, it issues a driver warning and reduces
the speed of the vehicle in the interests of safety.
In addition to this Road Departure Protection system
based on a mono camera and ESC, Continental is
also working on a system that takes things to the
next level with the help of a stereo camera and longrange radar for improved detection of the roadway
boundaries. This enhanced system utilizes the radar
and camera to map out a tessellated chart of the
area in the vehicle’s field of vision, showing which
areas are occupied and which are not. This occupancy
map also helps to ensure the driver is warned in
good time if the vehicle is threatening to leave the
road and maybe collide with solid boundary markers
such as curbstones, guard rails or roadworks furniture.
The aim is to detect road boundaries even where no
lane markings exist. Coordinated intervention in the
braking and steering process boosts the efficiency
of the system. In addition, integration of road map
data and the vehicle’s GPS system means that the
forward vision of the ESC system is enhanced, permitting the course of the road to be identified, for
example before entering a bend. Based on the computed tightness of the bend, the system supports
the driver if the dynamic handling becomes critical.
So if the driver approaches a bend too fast on a
country road or the corner tightens up unexpectedly,
the vehicle is still kept safely on the road.

The Lane Keeping Assist detects the lane ahead of the vehicle.

Lane Keeping Assist goes a step further
than LDW in that it does more than just
trigger a warning. In addition, the system
intervenes moderately in the steering of
the vehicle, although the driver can at all
Lane Departure Warning provides the driver with warnings to protect him from
unintentionally leaving the lane.
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Stop the Crash campaign
launched in Latin America, too
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Official Start in Santiago de Chile

Demos with five cars and one motorcycle

Demo without ESC (off)

Demo with ESC (on)

Demo of Emergency Brake Assist

Demo of Motorcycle-ABS

Since its international kick-off event in November 2015, the
Stop the Crash partnership has been boosting awareness of
the importance of active safety systems through a series of
events staged across the globe. In June the Stop the Crash
kick-off event for the Latin America region was held in
Santiago de Chile.

Back in 2015, the World Health Organization (WHO) pointed up the fact that, despite
all efforts to improve road safety, some 1.25 million people around the world die in or
as a result of road accidents. The risk level is at its highest for poor people in emerging
nations. As a proportion of the total population, the wealthy European countries have
the lowest level of road fatalities and African countries the highest. Fewer than half of
all countries have currently committed to implement the minimum UN requirements
for the introduction of electronic stability control systems and crash tests. The most
important of the safety standards formulated by the Global New Car Assessment
Programme (Global NCAP) have been implemented in just 40 of the 193 UN member
states.
The declared aim of Global NCAP’s Stop the Crash campaign (www.stopthecrash.org)
supported by Continental is to publicize the effects and benefits of existing accident
prevention technologies and raise awareness of the important part that tires play in
active safety systems, as well as providing information about the key variables such as
tire pressure and tread depth.
Together with all the other campaign partners, the idea is to help make precisely these
technologies standard equipment for sub-compact and compact cars in as many
countries as possible. Since its international kick-off event in November 2015 in Brazil,
the Stop the Crash partnership has been boosting awareness of the importance of
active safety systems through a series of events staged across the globe. In April of
this year, the campaign celebrated the attainment of a major milestone when the UN
passed a resolution recommending installation of active accident prevention systems
as standard equipment in all member states.
The Latin American launch of the Stop the Crash campaign in Santiago de Chile took
place with support from the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean (ECLAC) and the Chilean Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications.
The event featured demonstrations of the benefits of electronic stability control (ESC),
autonomous emergency braking (AEB), and anti-lock braking systems (ABS) for motorcycles. Following the vehicle demonstrations, Global NCAP joined with ECLAC to host
a regional High Level Road Safety Seminar on Vehicle Safety attended by representatives from ECLAC, the Automobile Club of Chile (ACCHI), and the FIA Foundation.
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> Vehicles fitted with driver assistance systems still need tires with maximum grip
> New tire technologies have reduced braking distances by 20 percent since 2000

An unusual comparison illustrates this progress impressively. A
model year 2015 BMW 1 Series was fitted with ContiPremiumContact passenger tires from model year 2000 with the construction and tread typical of that tire at the time. A comparison
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Tires bear a large share of responsibility for active safety. Only
technologically advanced premium products can guarantee
short braking distances, a high level of steering precision and
strong directional stability, and ensure aquaplaning is avoided.
That is why Continental recommends fitting premium tires even
on older passenger cars, to help offset the absence of the latest
safety and assistance systems. The comparison test also highlighted that even new vehicles equipped with an array of assistance systems will only achieve maximum performance if their
tires can transfer the dynamic forces to the road and translate
them effectively into grip.

Tire performance is decisive for transfering
forces to the road and maximizing grip

Since 2000 the overall contribution made by tires to vehicle
and road safety has increased substantially. Premium tire manufacturers in particular, including Continental, have played their
part in this improvement by developing more advanced compounds, bringing the construction of their tires into line with the
state of the art and optimizing their tread patterns. As a result,
braking distances have become much shorter, handling precision has improved immensely and rolling resistance has been
significantly reduced. True, when comparing a new tire with its
direct predecessor, the development engineers can claim “only”
single-digit improvements in percentage terms in most aspects.
But comparing a tire from 2000 with a current model reveals
remarkable progress.

Tires make the difference

was then set up with a model year 2000 BMW 3 Series, which
the test engineers fitted with the latest ContiPremiumContact 5
tires. When the two cars were tested head-to-head on the wet
handling course at the Contidrom, the over 15-year-old car
showed a marked improvement in performance as the greatly
improved grip enabled braking and steering commands to be
executed noticeably more safely and precisely. This allowed the
car to make up, at least in part, for the absence of electronic
stability control. The performance of the new car on the old
tires faded substantially, however. It seems that even the most
advanced driver assistance systems are not able to offset the
development progress made between the old and new tire
models. When the wet braking performance of the current
tire and the tire with the old design were compared, the difference was almost 20 percent. And the technological advances
achieved are also noticeable on a subjective level – even for
inexperienced drivers.

With tires also playing a significant role in a vehicle’s noise
levels, comfort and range (see graphic), Continental has come
to the following conclusion: Drivers can make a massive contribution to improving road safety by spending a little more to
fit their vehicles with technology-leading premium tires. And
there are other, relatively straightforward, ways to further enhance safety. One is checking tires are inflated to the pressures
recommended by the vehicle manufacturer – and adjusting the
pressures as necessary. Another is examining the depth of the
treads when you swap summer tires for winter tires (and vice
versa), and replacing any tires with heavily worn treads.

Tires are the key driver for overall driving performance.
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The underestimated dimension.
Tires make the difference:
The safety companion.

The role of new car assessment programmes

Most of the drivers think that their

car features

Tire

Di
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Most NCAPs use the same front and side impact crash tests as
the UN regulations. However, unlike regulatory bodies, NCAPs
have greater flexibility in test methodology and the capacity
to assess how cars perform above minimum standards. So, for
example, NCAPs usually conduct their frontal offset impact tests
at a higher speed of 64 km/h. Some NCAPs also use additional
pole, whiplash, and pedestrian impact assessments, include seat
belt reminders, and crash avoidance technologies such as ESC
in their scoring systems. The effectiveness of consumer information in driving forward vehicle safety is well demonstrated
by the positive results achieved in Australasia, Europe and the
United States.

In parallel with traditional regulation, New Car Assessment
Programmes (NCAPs) have proven to be highly successful in
promoting the supply and demand for safer vehicles. NCAPs
use consumer information to promote safety among car-buyers
which, in turn, encourages automobile manufacturers to sell safer
products. The first NCAP was launched in 1978 in the United
States by the then Administrator of the NHTSA Joan Claybrook.
This was followed by the creation of Australasian NCAP in 1993,
Japan NCAP in 1995, and European NCAP in 1997. There are
now nine NCAPs or similar bodies active in Asia, Australia, Europe,
Latin America and the USA26. Some NCAPs are run by governments, and others involve automobile clubs, consumer groups
and insurance groups or a combination of these organisations.
Typically NCAPs carry out crash tests on new cars and then
make a rating assessment of the vehicle’s performance with
‘five stars’ representing a high score27. The test scores are derived from the measurement of the loadings and decelerations
that occur to the instrumented dummies during the crash.
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The direct comparison
If you compare an old car with premium high performance tires and a fully equipped new car with low-budget/low performance tires, the driving
behaviour of the old car will be much more reliable. Modern electronic stability programmes are not able to compensate for the large development gap.
New vehicle with low-budget tires
Old vehicle with premium tires

Decisive characteristics such as

wet braking
improves by 19 %.

Since 1992 the Australasian New Car Assessment Programme
(ANCAP) has crash-tested and published the results for more
than 490 vehicles. A powerful indicator of the impact that
ANCAP has had on Australasian car safety has been the huge
increase in the number of vehicles achieving a five star rating.
A decade ago fewer than 20% of the cars tested by ANCAP
achieved five stars. By 2013 the number of five star cars
reached 80% of the total tested. It has been estimated that you
have twice the chance of being killed or seriously injured in a
one star ANCAP rated vehicle compared to a five star rated
vehicle28.
In 1997, the European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro
NCAP) released its first test results for front impact at 64 km/h.
This was one year ahead of the application by the EU of the legislative test at 56 km/h. Despite the increased stringency of the
tests, manufacturers rapidly saw the benefits of achieving high
scores in Euro NCAP. The European Commission has estimated
that Euro NCAP tests brought “forward the benefits of new legislation by 5 years” 29 and in 2003 noted that “cars awarded five
stars have a 36% lower intrinsic fatal accident risk than vehicles
which are simply designed to meet the legal standard”.

Especially for older vehicles it is

very important to
use premium tires
because modern assistance systems,

like ESC, are not available.

There is still room for improvement
Did you know:

Premium tires have less rolling
resistance compared to low–budget
tires and are therefore saving more fuel.

At the same time:
Wrong tire pressure immensely
increases road accidents.

Tire pressure
is just right

Tire pressure
is too low

Tire pressure
is too high

How often do people check their tire pressure?
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check twice
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women stated they
don’t check tire
pressure at all

drivers under 35
don’t check tire
pressure
at all
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